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Editor's Note
Housing and community development encompass an ever-evolving and growing range of
concerns. Local economies brace for the impact of a sweeping national recession; restruc-
turing ofwhat constitutes a "family" redefines the need for social services; and government
assistance programs emerge, change and disappear. Housing and community development
planners must stay on top ofthe insurmountable, to consider everything in the broad range
of public and private programs and then to be shrewd and flexible enough to adapt.
This edition ofCarolina Planning focuses on housing and community development issues,
an area to which we admittedly have not devoted enough coverage in the past. We have
assembled articles representing the concerns of many interest groups; however, there were
many more we would have liked to include.
In Carolina Planning's Forum section, Michael Stegman, chairman of University ofNorth
Carolina, Chapel Hill's Department ofCity and Regional Planning and consultant to HUD,
discusses the growing need for low-income housing, including the relative merits of resident
ownership in public housing projects and the keys to the success of some government
programs. Tom Schlesinger looks at the impact of the commercial banking industry on local
communities in the wake of recent mergers, and offers some recommendations for policy
makers.
Robert Schall takes us from conventional banking to economic development banking in
his review of North Carolina's Self-Help Development Bank in the In The Works section.
Sharon Levy and David Spence, UNC interns with the Durham Housing Improvement
Corporation, discuss the "circus" created by the Resolution Trust Corporation's first North
Carolina auction.
We also learn to look at housing and community development planning from three
entirely different perspectives. Paul Ketcham and Scott Siegel of the 1000 Friends of
Oregon examine the success of promoting affordable housing through land use planning in
Portland. UNC graduate Julie Locascio provides an in-depth account of the political
turmoil and the unique problems of planning for a growing refugee population in Central
America. And UNC professor William Rohe discusses the new imperative for planners-
coordinating housing and social services-with a focus on Charlotte's Gateway Housing
Program.
A bit off the beaten path, we've included two additional articles dealing with environ-
mental aspects ofcommunity planning. One, by former Carolina Planning editor Paul Kron,
reviews the Wake County Planning Department's efforts to protect rural highway corridors
from strip development. The other, by Robin Corathers ofThe Hillside Trust, discusses her
organization's efforts in Cincinnati to create a comprehensive hillside protection strategy to
serve as a model program for other communities.
Finally, this issue of Carolina Planning has undergone significant layout and design
changes from past issues. Thanks to the tireless efforts of editors Margaret Stewart and
Steven Stichter we have a new look that we think is stylistically superior to previous issues.
We hope our readers think so, too.
This issue of Carolina Planning by no means exhausts the abundant supply of ideas on
housing and community development. We expect to cover more of these and related issues
in the future; therefore, we encourage readers to respond to the content and design of this
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